Pharmacokinetics of a Multipurpose Pod-Intravaginal Ring Simultaneously Delivering Five Drugs in an Ovine Model
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Multipurpose technologies that simultaneously protect from sexually transmitted infections and unintended pregnancy are urgently needed. Pod-intravaginal rings (IVRs) formulated with the antiretroviral agents (ARVs) tenofovir, nevirapine, and saquinavir and the contraceptives etonogestrel and estradiol were evaluated in sheep. Steady-state concentrations were maintained for 28 days with controlled, sustained delivery. This proof-of-principle study demonstrates that pod IVRs can deliver three ARVs from different mechanistic classes and a progestin-estrogen combination over the wide range needed for putative preventative efficacy.

U nprotected sex can result in unintended pregnancy as well as sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and represents a major health problem worldwide. Multipurpose technologies (MPTs) (1, 2) for simultaneous protection of individuals from sexual HIV infection and unintended pregnancy may save development time and reduce costs in addressing this global health priority. Topical delivery of one or more antiretroviral (ARV) agents in combination with one or more hormonal contraceptives from intravaginal rings (IVRs) holds significant potential as a female-controlled strategy, especially in resource-limited countries (3, 4). In this approach, the active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) are administered in a coitally independent, sustained-release formulation that significantly reduces adherence issues compared to daily pill, ARV vaginal-gel, and coitally dependent regimens.

Multipurpose IVRs need to simultaneously deliver API combinations at independently controlled rates (5). In some cases, multiple drugs will be needed for a single prevention modality. Conventional IVR technologies—i.e., matrix and reservoir rings (3)—contain the API(s) homogeneously dispersed, either in solution or as a suspension, in the elastomer backbone that makes up the ring. This approach complicates the development of combination IVRs, which partially explains why, to date, all IVRs have delivered one or two APIs (3, 4). With the above parameters in mind, we have developed a novel IVR platform (referred to as “pod IVR”) that can simultaneously deliver multiple drugs in a modular fashion (6). The polymer-coated drug cores, referred to as pods, are embedded in an unmedicated ring. This approach leads to a number of important benefits, discussed in detail elsewhere (6, 7). In the context of combination IVRs as an MPT, the pod IVR design readily enables the delivery of 3 or more drugs from a single device, as described below.

The primary purpose of this proof-of-concept study is to demonstrate that 3 ARVs drugs from different mechanistic classes can be delivered in tandem with a progestin-estrogen combination from a novel multipurpose IVR at independently controlled release rates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Production of intravaginal rings. Silicone pod IVRs (Fig. 1) were produced according to published methods (6) and contained two pods of each drug per ring: tenofovir (TFV), nevirapine (NVP), saquinavir (SQV), and estradiol (E2) at 16 mg API per pod (32 mg drug per ring) and etonogestrel (ETG) at 10 mg API per pod (20 mg drug per ring). The pod membrane consisted of poly(vinyl alcohol), and three 2-mm delivery channels per pod were mechanically fashioned in the IVR (6).

Study design. In vivo studies were performed with 3 sheep according to methods described previously (5, 8) at the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) in Galveston, TX, with approval from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Note that the sheep estrus cycle likely was suppressed by the simultaneous administration of E2 and ETG from the IVR. No significant changes in the weight of the animals or unusual vaginal discharges were observed over the course of the study.

Sample collection, processing, and analysis. Vaginal rings were inserted on day 0, and cervicovaginal lavage (CVL) samples were collected at predetermined time points (days 7, 14, 21, and 28) (Fig. 2) using published methods (5). Briefly, CVL was collected by gently infusing phosphate-buffered saline solution (10 ml) into the vaginal vault via a sterile 10-ml syringe attached to a sterile pediatric Foley catheter (size, 5 or 8 French units) of adjusted length. The resulting CVL fluid was drawn out with the same device. Vaginal tissue samples were obtained by biopsy on day 14. Samples were processed, stored, and transported as described previously (5). Bioanalysis was performed by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS), and detailed methods are given in the supplemental material. For CVL, the lower limits of quantitation (LLOQs) were as follows: TFV, 17 nM (5 ng ml−1); NVP, 9 nM (2.5 ng ml−1); SQV, 8 nM (5 ng ml−1); ETG, 31 nM (10 ng ml−1); and E2, 2 nM (0.5 ng ml−1). For tissue, the LLOQs were as follows: TFV, 2 nM (0.5 ng g−1); NVP, 4 nM (1 ng g−1); SQV, 8 nM (5 ng g−1); ETG, 3 nM (1 ng g−1); and E2, 2 nM (0.5 ng g−1). The run-to-run coefficient of variation (9) for all methods was as follows: TFV, 5%; NVP, 10%; SQV, 8%; ETG, 11%; E2, 11%.
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was below 10%. A total of 75 measurements were made (3 sheep \( \times 5 \) samples per sheep \( \times 5 \) drug levels).

**RESULTS**

Cervicovaginal lavage (CVL) concentrations (Fig. 2) were constant over the 28 days, indicating that steady state had been maintained and that sustained release of all five drugs was achieved in a controlled fashion over the length of the study. Tenofovir (TFV) CVL levels \((7.7 \times 10^3 \pm 6.1 \times 10^3 \text{nM}\) [median ± standard deviation]) were the highest of the five drugs, as expected based on their aqueous solubilities. Nevirapine (NVP) and saquinavir (SQV) CVL concentrations \((93 \pm 141 \text{nM} \text{ and } 36 \pm 79 \text{nM}, \text{ respectively; } 28\text{-day median ± standard deviation}) were qualitatively similar for the duration of the study (Fig. 2). Median etonogestrel (ETG) CVL levels \((13 \pm 6.9 \text{nM}) were 8 times higher than the corresponding estradiol (E2) levels \((1.6 \pm 1.2 \text{nM}). These steady-state drug levels span nearly four orders of magnitude.

Vaginal tissue drug levels measured on day 14 are compared with the corresponding CVL drug concentrations in Table 1. The drugs partitioned from the lumen into the vaginal tissues accord-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Cervicovaginal lavage</th>
<th>Vaginal tissue</th>
<th>Tissue-to-CVL ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tenofovir (TFV)</td>
<td>(8.2 \times 10^3 \pm 5.9 \times 10^3) nM</td>
<td>(20 \times 10^3 \pm 9.4 \times 10^3) nM</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevirapine (NVP)</td>
<td>(92 \pm 14) nM</td>
<td>(92 \times 10^3 \pm 20 \times 10^3) nM</td>
<td>(1.0 \times 10^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saquinavir (SQV)</td>
<td>(0.11 \times 10^3 \pm 78) nM</td>
<td>(8.1 \times 10^3 \pm 4.1 \times 10^3) nM</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etonogestrel (ETG)</td>
<td>(17 \pm 7.2) nM</td>
<td>(1.1 \times 10^3 \pm 1.6 \times 10^3) nM</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estradiol (E2)</td>
<td>(0.87 \pm 0.55) nM</td>
<td>(1.1 \times 10^3 \pm 6.5 \times 10^3) nM</td>
<td>(1.2 \times 10^3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Median ± standard deviation.

b Based on the assumption that vaginal tissue has a density of \(1 \text{ g mL}^{-1}\) (24).

**DISCUSSION**

One of the primary challenges associated with developing an MPT for the prevention of both sexual HIV infection and unintended pregnancy is that multiple APIs need to be incorporated into a single product. The challenge is further compounded if multiple APIs per prevention modality are required for it to be efficacious. In the case of contraception using IVRs, progestin-estrogen combinations have demonstrated superior clinical efficacy over devices delivering only progestin (10). Several large multicenter trials evaluating a matrix IVR delivering the progestin levonorgestrel found pregnancy rates at 12 months between 3.7% (11) and 5.1% (12). In contrast, the NuvaRing, which delivers a combination of ETG and ethinyl estradiol, demonstrated clinical efficacy in excess of 99% in Europe and in the United States (13–15).

A combination of multiple ARV agents, preferably targeting different phases in the HIV infection cycle, is likely to provide more efficient protection than a single drug (16, 17). As a result, an efficacious multipurpose IVR for female-controlled prevention of HIV infection and unintended pregnancy requires delivery of at least four APIs.

Matrix and reservoir IVR technologies have demonstrated that up to two APIs can be delivered from a single device (3, 4). The technical hurdles in developing and manufacturing IVRs based on these technologies, including segmented designs (4), that deliver five APIs simultaneously and at individually controlled rates appear daunting. To this end, we have developed a novel pod IVR technology where solid API drug cores are coated with biocompatible polymer membranes to afford the so-called pods, which are subsequently embedded an inert elastomer ring (6). An IVR sized for human use can support up to 10 pods, and each pod can theoretically contain a different API being released at an independently controlled rate.

In this proof-of-principle study, we developed a 5-drug pod IVR containing two pods of each API and evaluated the device in sheep. Three ARV agents from different mechanistic classes were used in combination, including TFV, a nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NRTI) under clinical evaluation in a vaginal gel for HIV prevention (18, 19); NVP, a non-NRTI in the same class as dapivirine, which is being evaluated as an IVR; and dapivirine, which is being evaluated as an IVR.
formulation in a large multinational clinical trial (http://www.mtnstopshiv.org/news/studies/mtn020); and SQV, a protease inhibitor that has not been used previously in a topical vaginal formulation but that has shown promise as a microbicide by blocking viral maturation and transmission of HIV-1 at mucosal surfaces (20). The remaining two APIs in our novel IVR were ETG and E2 for contraception.

Here we have demonstrated that our pod IVR released five drugs at the approximate relative rates hypothesized for an effective device, affording CVL levels in the following decreasing order: TFV > NVP ~ SQV > ETG > E2. High intraluminal TFV levels are known to be required for effective HIV prevention (21). Median TFV CVL levels over the course of this study were 7.7 × 10³ nM (2.2 × 10³ ng ml⁻¹). A previous study in the same breed of sheep using an identical CVL collection method found that drug concentration measured in CVL is diluted approximately 10 × 50× relative to cervicovaginal fluid (CVF) levels (5). Based on this dilution range, we estimate that the median 2.2 × 10³ ng ml⁻¹ CVL levels measured in sheep are comparable to the 10⁻⁵ ng ml⁻¹ median 24-h CVF concentrations observed in women following exposure to 4 ml 1% TFV gel (22), shown to be protective clinically (18). Median 24-h TFV tissue CVL concentrations in a 1% TFV gel clinical study were 24 × 10⁻⁵ nm (7 × 10⁻⁴ ng ml⁻¹) (22), while the median day 14 vaginal tissue TFV concentration in our sheep study was 20 × 10⁻⁵ nm (5.6 × 10⁻⁴ ng ml⁻¹). The 50% inhibitory concentrations (IC₅₀) of NVP (10 to 100 nM) (23), suggesting that TFV IVR development, 2nd ed. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, NY.
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